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BACK IN 2010 the Cooper Hewitt Design Triennial broke from
a purely U.S. focus to take in the global landscape for its design
survey. As such, its latest iteration, Beauty, brings in diverse visions from Johannesburg to Canada, Tokyo to London, and, of
course, New York.
“It’s very hard to capture every aspect of human beauty,
there’s an amazing amount of variation, and it’s very much in the
eye of the beholder,” says exhibition designer Calvin Tsao, of Tsao
and McKown Architects. “But there are universal qualities of true
beauty that sing to our soul, even if it’s still very culture-based.”
The exhibition, which runs through August 21, focuses on
the “sensual experience” of beauty, says Andrea Lipps, who cocurated the show with Ellen Lupton. More than 250 works by
sixty-three designers explore the ephemeral subject through seven lenses: extravagant, intricate, ethereal, transgressive, emergent, elemental, and transformative.
Lupton explains that the themes arose from designers’ practices anchored in “notions of pattern and play.” Tsao adds that
within the seven themes, there’s a “phenomenal amount of texture, scale, and style.”
“There’s attention to the body, but the show extends much
more broadly,” Lipps says. Nevertheless, it pays extensive homage to objects intended for the body, such as Sandra Backlund’s
crocheted cotton corset-like top that looks like a cross between
a matador jacket and a knight’s armor—but is soft, oh so soft.
The show giddily careens from the frivolous to the functional: insanely detailed nail tips by Japanese designer Naomi Yasuda meet modular desktop organizers by Herman Miller. Noa
Zilberman’s “wrinkle jewelry” provides wrinkles in gold-plated
brass for smooth skin that just can’t wait for the stress lines.
Sensible architecture, wall coverings, graphics, and perfume
also get their due.
“Often, when we think of design it’s highly functional with
certain outcomes,” says Lipps. “But the sensuous experience is
just as important and worthy of celebration.” cooperhewitt.org
—Tom Stoekler
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COOPER HEWITT'S TRIENNIAL: BEAUTY FROM
FRIVOLOUS TO FUNCTIONAL

Ideas of Aesthetics, Human Perception, and Place
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On Both Coasts, Exhibitions That Challenge Our

AND IN PASADENA, CALIFORNIA DREAMING FROM
THEN TO NOW
THE PASADENA MUSEUM of California Art opens its spring programming on April 17 with the work of two lauded, though under-recognized,
Golden State talents: the late Claire Falkenstein and Brett Weston, both
of whom were inspired by California’s unique landscapes and topographies. The PMCA will also present a contemporary installation by Los
Angeles-based collaborators painter Kat Hutter and ceramist Roger Lee
of K+R Ceramics.
Claire Falkenstein, though born in Oregon and living for more than
a decade in Paris, spent much of her prolific career in California, eventually settling in Venice, California, where she died in 1997. An experimental innovator working across diverse mediums, Falkenstein is best
known for her public sculptural works. She was difficult to categorize,
however, given her preference for non-traditional materials and her
relative invisibility from commercial galleries. Beyond Sculpture is the
first comprehensive retrospective of her work and will comprise more
than seventy pieces, including painting, prints, jewelry, and glass as
well as sculpture and architectural elements, curated by Jay Belloli of
the Falkenstein Foundation.
Los Angeles–born photographer Brett Weston, inspired by the nature and light so unique to California, is known primarily for his panoramic scenic landscapes. Despite his significant talent, however, he
was largely excluded from the canon of modern photography, in part
due to the overshadowing fame of his father, renowned photographer
Edward Weston. Significant Details focuses on Brett Weston’s work from
the 1950s to the 1980s, some of which has never been exhibited before,
revealing his innate sense of modern compositional abstraction and his
mastery of contrast.
Finally, Another California Day is a site-specific installation of ceramics by Lee and murals by Hutter. Inspired by photographs of their travels
throughout California, the duo has created an environment of brightly
colored sculptural forms and graphic abstractions distilled from its varied landscapes. The biomorphic and geometric shapes of the immersive
project evocatively echo both Falkenstein’s sculptural experiments and
Weston’s photographic abstractions, beautifully tying the PMCA’s program together. pmcaonline.org
— Marieke Treilhard
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